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Dear BUP colleagues,
Just as the days are starting to feel longer we have begun
meeting in person to plan for more events together. This
week we have welcomed our new communications officer
Adam Söderberg to the secretariat, he is looking forward
to promote all the great activities, researchers and
participating universities within the BUP.
As we continue our work with developing teaching
materials we are now looking for university teachers that
want to contribute to our online lectures on the topic of
Urban Rural Systems. If you wish to contribute with a
lecture on this or any of our other themes please contact
us and we will pair your research presentation with one of
our courses.
With best regards,
The Baltic University Programme’s coordinating secretariat

News from the BUP secretariats
The Baltic University Programme are

Looking for teachers in Urban Rural Systems
The BUP is updating the course material focusing on
connected to the BUP Themes. The courses are designed
and will be offered as Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOCs). We are now looking for teachers that would like
to contribute to the theme of Urban Rural Systems.
We encourage researchers and teachers from BUP
participating universities, working within the field of Urban
Rural Systems in the Baltic Sea Region, to consider
contributing to the course content with online lectures. You
are welcome to contact Emma Stockvall Carlsson
(emma.stockvall@balticuniv.uu.se) for more information.

Send an email

The Baltic University Programme are

Looking for new student ambassadors
We have recently received 22 new ambitious student
ambassadors from our participating universities that will
assist the transnational cooperation within the BUP. Our
ambassadors are a valuable asset in terms of spreading
information about events, calls and projects within the
programme. It is also a great opportunity for the students
to gain experience working with international cooperation
within the academic world. We are now looking for
representation from these three countries:

Register

Czech Republic
Latvia
Lithuania
To make sure students from these three countries are
represented we have opened the registration for student
ambassadors from these countries. The registration is
open until 4 March. More information about the
responsibilities as a student ambassador can be found on
our website. If you have any questions, please contact
Emma Stockvall (emma.stockvall@balticuniv.uu.se).

The Baltic University Programme
Supports young scholars
This year, we will support five young scholars (PhD
students, PhDs that have newly defended their thesis (max
2 years ago) and post doc. fellows) by inviting you to
present your research at the BUP Symposium fall 2022
and give you the opportunity to publish a full paper in any
of our special issues that BUP is the guest editor of.
Read more about the call on the BUP website.

The Baltic University Programme
Calls for colleagues to host a BUP event
We BUP have an opportunity to give support to colleagues
at BUP participating universities that are ready to host and
organize a BUP academic event/activity that is of interest
and relevance to sustainability and a Baltic Sea Region
perspective, and that encourage interdisciplinary cooperations.
For more information visit our website or contact Lyudmyla
Babak (lyudmyla.babak@balticuniv.uu.se).

The Baltic University Programme
Wants to make your research more visible
Our Research Notes Letter (RNL) is published a few times
a year with some of the latest publications, doctoral thesis
and research reports, from our region. The letter consists
of abstracts sent in by the authors themselves. The RNL is
published online on our website, as well as distributed on
our email list, reaching nearly 3000 recipients in the Baltic
Sea Region.
We invite you to send in your abstract to be published for
free in our upcoming RNL. Find out more about the RNL
and submit your research via the BUP website.

News from participating universities
Ternopil National Medical University
Calls for abstracts to their conference
The conference is focused on Ecological and biological
education in the concept of "one health". Deadline for
submissions is 20 March.
Click here to read more about the conference.
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